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Abstract
When recording classical instruments, access to a physical space of acoustic
properties associated with classical music might not always be available. This study
seeks to investigate if classical music recorded in an environment with a short
reverberation time can be treated with an impulse response from a concert hall and
still maintain the same sense of naturalness. The study is broken down into three
phases of analysis. Phase one seeks to analyze to what extent people can tell the
difference between the two reverberation types: real recorded reverberation and
convolution reverb. Phase two analyses if people perceive the amount of
naturalness to be different between the two reverberation types. Phase three
analyses the potential influence that certain spatial or timbral attributes might have
on perceived amount of naturalness. Samples for the listening test were recorded in
a studio, and in a classical concert hall where the impulse responses also were
created. A two-part listening test (pre-study and main study) was conducted
utilizing a 5.1 surround sound speaker system. The results showed that the
convolution reverb could replace the real recorded reverbation to a small- to fair
degree, and still maintain the same sense of naturalness.
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2. Introduction
When evaluating the degree of naturalness or realism present in real recorded- and
artificial reverberation, Emilsson (2018) showed that artificial reverberation could
replace real recorded reverberation in the rear channels of a 5.1 system and still
maintain the sense of realism and envelopment. Regarding different types of
convolution reverbs, Shriram (2011) presented results that indicated sine sweep
impulse response reverbs tend to be perceived as obtaining a higher degree of
realism than the transient impulse response reverbs. However, Shriram (2011) also
showed that real recorded ambience, reproduced in a 5.0 surround sound system,
was perceived as possessing significantly more naturalness than the sine sweep and
the transient based convolution reverbs. This would point towards the ambience
captured in real recordings as being more natural than artificial reverberation, in
this case convolution reverbs.

Amongst prior research that has investigated listener evaluation of real recorded
reverberation and artificial reverberation, King et al. (2016) sought to study if a
certain method of spatial audio reproduction can generate a sense of spatial
immersion that is perceived as being more realistic. As opposed to artificial
reverberation through signal processing, it was initially claimed by King et al. (2016)
that elevated microphones when recording music, is a preferred method for
capturing a natural and realistic impression of immersion. However, King et al.
(2016) could not present results with significant differences proving that real
ambience recorded with elevated microphones and reproduced in the rear height
channels of a 9.1 surround sound system, specifically was perceived as being more
realistic than artificial reverberation. King et al. (2016) implied that this could be
seen as a contradiction to all sound engineers that assumes real recorded ambience
will always have a higher rating of perceived naturalness or realism, but at the same
time acknowledged that the influence of masking likely made it more difficult for
the participants of the study to notice changes in reverberation in the rear height
channels. Like many previous studies, this study will not however focus on artificial
reverberation in the back channels of a surround sound system. It will utilize all
channels to investigate perceived differences between real- and artificial
reverberation.
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2.1 Background
2.1.1 Artificial Reverberation: The Convolution Reverb
Case (2007) suggested that the main intention behind adding reverb to a multi
channel mix can be described as an attempt to simulate the sound of a real physical
space. There are several methods to create artificial reverberation. These were
described by Kelly et al. (2022) as feedback delay networks and filters, geometric
models or convolution reverbs based on the impulse response method. As for the
latter, reverbs consisting of convolved finite impulse responses (FIR) or infinite
impulse response (IIR), are commonly used by sound engineers when adding
additional ambience to an audio signal, especially for classical music or film post
production.

It should be noted that there are other common areas of use for convolution
reverbs. For example, it was explained by Case (2007) that impulse response based
reverbs can prove to be useful when mixing live performances, especially for music
performed in larger halls with an audience. Case (2007) elaborated to say that
instant noise from audience members or continuous noise from ventilation systems
can sometimes be avoided to some extent by replacing the decay in the real
captured reverb, with the artificial reverberation at the end of the movement.

When recording an impulse response there are two methods in particular that
could be utilized in order to excite the acoustics and trigger ambient reflections
within the room. These are described by Shriram (2011) as the transient method and
the sine sweep method. Kelly et al. (2022) explained that the trigger transient or
sine sweep plays through loudspeakers and a convolution reverb is then created as
the recorded response, together with a dry recording of a sound source, is
convolved. This results in an auralization of the sound source within the physical
space in which the impulse response was taken.

Artificial reverberation created from a convolved room impulse response is
described by Kelly at al. (2022) as an approach that helps create an artificial reverb
that sounds both natural and realistic - as opposed to alternative approaches.
However, results presented by Shriram (2011) points to the fact that participants did
notice characteristics of an artificial nature in the excerpts treated with the
transient and sine sweep convolution reverb methods. This leads to the suggestion
by Shriram (2011) that in order to improve the sense of realism in artificial
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convolution reverbs, there needs to be more research into better methods for
recording impulse responses. This motivates the decision to utilize the impulse
response technique and create a convolution reverb for the artificial reverberation
samples later described in the method section of this thesis.

2.1.2 Defining Naturalness and Realism
When evaluating how realistic an artificial reverberation sample sounds in contrast
to a real recorded reverberation sample, the terms realism or naturalness are often
used. By utilizing perceptual rating scales Shiram (2011) measured naturalness,
whilst King et al. (2016) and Emilsson (2018) measured realism, amongst other
parameters such as discrimination, preference and envelopment. Naturalness was
described by Shriram (2011) to the participants as “Perceived naturalness of the
sound”. It was expressed by Shriram (2011) that naturalness was an appropriate term
to present the participants with as a parameter to rate because qualities in natural
and artificial reverbs were being investigated.

King et al. (2016) did not define the term realism but did refer to real recorded
ambience (by using elevated microphones) for the height channels in surround
sound reproduction of music as providing the listener with “…a more natural and
realistic impression of immersion”. Emilsson (2018) did not seem to declare in an
obvious sense the definition of realism. He did however mention that perceived
realism in real recorded and artificial reverberation was hard to evaluate because
most of the participants did not know what reference frame to use for realism.
There often seems to be a lack of detail in terms of how these types of studies
define the term realism. It seems to be described in more broader terms as a
concept, or sometimes not described to the participants at all.

Letowski (1989) referred to naturalness as the “…perceptual similarity between an
auditory image produced by a given sound and a generalized conceptual image
residing in the memory of the listener and used as the point of reference”.
Letowski (1989) also described the term fidelity as “…the perceptual measure of the
degree of similarity between auditory images produced by two sounds: a compared
sound (variable) and a reference sound (standard). Technically speaking, fidelity
assessment refers to […] similarity between signals at the outputs of two or more
compared devices (e.g., musical instruments).” Therefore, when comparing real
recorded reverberation with artificial reverberation it seems to be a matter of
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fidelity assessment if one is to apply these remarks made by Letowski (1989) and
compare how closely the reverberation types resemble one another.

2.1.3 Spatial Attributes
Prior research could help identify which attributes that enable participants to make
distinguishments between real- and artificial reverberation. The comparison made
between real recorded ambience and artificial reverberation by King et al. (2016)
came to the conclusion that the artificial reverberation samples were perceived as
being more enveloping. Emilsson (2018) showed a result with a similar tendency, but
there were only significant differences found for some of the comparisons made
within the study - and not all of them. Emilsson (2018) did however also show that
real recorded ambience in the back channels of a surround sound system generally
can be replaced with artificial reverberation and still maintain the sensation of
being enveloped by the sound.

Shriram (2011) used three different types of reverberant samples, later reproduced
in a listening test within a 5.0 surround system. Two convolution reverbs; Sine
sweep and transient impulse response, and one real recording with naturally
captured ambience. The results presented by Shriram (2011) implied that for the
piano excerpts treated with a church ambience convolution reverb, the sine sweep
impulse response was perceived by listeners as containing significantly less
spaciousness than the transient impulse response and the naturally captured
ambience in the real recording. Furthermore, the mean value also showed that the
artificial ambience samples treated with the transient impulse response
reverberation had a significantly higher rating in perceived spaciousness than the
natural ambience excerpts. Thus, based on the results presented by Shriram (2011),
it could be assumed that the transient impulse response method is favorable if the
aim is to specifically reproduce the spaciousness of a particular physical space.

Shriram (2011) also showed that the spatial attribute of distance was most
prominent within the samples treated with the transient impulse response reverb
in comparison with the reverberation within the natural recordings. Also, the
excerpts containing the natural reverberation were perceived to have less ambience
than the excerpts treated with artificial reverberation as well. The mean value of
the excerpts treated with the transient impulse response reverb were perceived as
the most ambient choice.
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2.1.4 Ability to Discriminate Between Reverberation Samples
When evaluating samples and rating the degree of naturalness or realism, as well as
spatial attributes, it is important for the credibility of the research to collect data
regarding listeners ability to discriminate between different reverberation types.
The analysis of the results from the listening test conducted by King et al. (2016)
showed that 100% of the participants could distinguish the real recorded ambience
from the artificial reverberation when listened to in isolation in the rear height
channels. However, when all channels were utilized it was more difficult to draw
any conclusions. Although the differences were not significant, a small trend was
shown by King et al. (2016) indicating that participants over the age of 50 and
participants with a professional experience of more than 10 years could to a small
degree more accurately distinguish between the two different ambiences in the
rear height channels. Overall it seemed to be difficult for participants to tell the
difference between the samples.

No statistically significant difference was found between artificial and natural
reverberation and King et al. (2016) claimed this was due to a strong masking effect
from the main front and rear channels. This would have made it difficult for
participants to easily detect shifts in spatial characteristics and timbre in channels
above and behind the listener’s heads.

2.2 Theories
In this bachelor thesis the definition of Naturalnessmade by Letowski (1989) is the
main influence for the means of measurement of perceived naturalness in real
recorded reverberation and in convolution reverbs. With this knowledge, a theory
was developed revolving around an assumption. The assumption was that the
preconceptions obtained by classical musicians, composers and conductors of what
the acoustics of a classical concert hall sound like, could be used as a tool in the
evaluation process of perceived amount of naturalness in a sample.

Another theory adopted from previous studies was presented by Shriram (2011). It
was explained how discrimination between reverberation types might be impacted
by the use of stimulus and the timbre of that stimulus. This theory is further
explained in the method section of this report and has had an impact on the
methodology behind the creation of stimuli. This theory has been an important
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factor to consider since it might ultimately have implications for the evaluation
ratings of naturalness and the spatial attributes investigated in this study.

King et al. (2016) showed that 100% could discriminate between real recorded and
artificial reverberation when listening to the excerpts in the upper rear channels of
a surround sound system in isolation. Since the real recorded reverberation and the
convolution reverb excerpts used in this study will be reproduced through all
channels in the surround sound reproduction system utilized, the theory is that
participants will be able to discriminate between the two reverberation types and
that there will be a statistically significant difference.

2.3 Research Question and Purpose
When producing a classical music recording session, there might be situations in
which musicians do not have access to a concert hall or a physical space with a
reverberation time considered preferable for orchestral instruments within the
context of the classical music genre. Reasons for this might be related to budget,
accessibility, availability or lack of contacts. The only solution available might be to
locate the recording session and accommodate the musicians in a professional
music studio or a location similar to a home studio environment. In these instances
the short reverberation time, in contrast to that of a concert hall, will likely have to
be compensated by treating the recorded material with artificial reverberation.

Reproduction of classical music recordings in a surround sound speaker system, in
contrast to a stereo or mono system, can utilize real recorded- or artificial
reverberation to further help to recreate the sense of spaciousness and acoustic
properties present in the real acoustic space of a concert hall. The purpose of this
study is to investigate if real recorded reverberation can be replaced with an
artificial reverb in a surround sound speaker system and still be perceived as
realistic and give a reverberant result equal to that of the real recorded
reverberation.

Based on what is known from previous studies and what is still unknown, the
research question posed in this study is “Can a dry recording treated with a
convolution reverb in a surround sound speaker system be perceived as
maintaining the same degree of naturalness as real recorded reverberation?”. More
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in depth, this study is to investigate the research question by dividing it into three
phases of analysis:

1. Can listeners discriminate between real recorded reverberation and a
convolution reverb?

2. Will listeners perceive real recorded reverberation or a convolution reverb as
possessing the higher rate of naturalness?

3. What spatial or timbral attributes reveal the naturalness or artificialness of a
reverb and might be factors affecting the listener's evaluation of perceived
naturalness?

2.3.1 Three Phases of Analysis
By analyzing listener discrimination in the first phase, awareness might be raised
regarding the participants’ ability to distinguish the real recorded reverberation
samples from the convolution reverb. If participants will find it difficult to perceive
a distinction between the two reverberation types, this could be an indication that
the acoustic properties of the convolution reverb is similar to those of the real
recorded reverberation. If the opposite results were to apply, this could indicate
that the acoustic properties of the two reverberation types differentiates to a
higher degree. The results from the pre-study will serve as a prediction for the
main study. There is a possibility that the degree of discrimination between the real
recorded reverberation and the convolution reverb, will be reflected in the ratings
of perceived naturalness in the two reverberation types.

When examining perceived naturalness in the second phase the results could
present knowledge regarding if a convolution reverb could be utilized when trying
to achieve a similar reverberation to that of real recorded reverberation, and still
maintain a higher sense of naturalness. It will give an indication for both engineers
and musicians if dry recordings of classical music can successfully be mixed to
simulate recordings made in concert halls, within surround sound reproduction.

Lastly, by examining the effect certain spatial attributes have on perceived
naturalness in the third phase, an indication might be given concerning which of
these attributes are a contributing factor in achieving naturalness. This information
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could be utilized by sound engineers when trying to achieve a simulation of a real
acoustic space in a surround sound reproduction system, by using artificial
reverberation.

2.4 Definition of Attributes Evaluated in Thesis
The spatial or timbral attributes evaluated in this thesis, aside from naturalness as
defined by Letowski (1989), are room size, clearness and timbre. Apparent room size
was defined by the Radiocommunication Sector of ITU (ITU-R, 2019) as “The
subjective impression of the apparent size, real or artificial, of the origination
room”. This definition was then simplified in order to fit the context of the listening
test and was presented to the participants as “Perceived size of the room in which
the instrument is being played”.

As for clearness or sometimes referred to as clarity the attribute was investigated
by Nakayama et al. (1971) where the findings of the research were later discussed by
Rumsey (1998). Clearness was described by Rumsey (1998) as relating closely to the
parameter D50, Definition, used when measuring acoustics in concert halls.
Rumsey (1998) therefore stated that clearness could be viewed as an indication of
direct to reverberant ratio. Letowski (1989) created a mural of attributes in which
clarity of sound textures was placed under the category of distinctness. Participants
were therefore provided with a written description of clearness as “Amount of
perceived distinct sound from the instrument”.

Timbre was defined by ITU-R (2019) as “The subjective impression of the accurate
portrayal of the different sound characteristics of the sound source(s)”. The notion
of “sound characteristics” is a wide term. Therefore “tone color” was specified as
synonymous with timbre, a term the participants of the listening test might have
been more familiar with. The full definition of timbre was adjusted and presented to
the participants as “Perceived timbre (tone color) of the instrument in the recording
- for example it could sound warm, bright, harsh, soft, clean, muddy…”. The timbral
qualities mentioned were listed in order to give the classical musicians and
composers that together formed the participants group, a clearer understanding of
what different timbral qualities of a recorded instrument could implicate.
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3. Method
The methodology for this study can be broken down into a few main steps. Firstly,
the three different instruments used as stimuli were recorded. Secondly, the
impulse responses (IR) were recorded. Thirdly, the excerpts for the listening test
were created. After this, the first part of the listening test (pre-study), was
executed. Lastly, the second part of the listening test (main study) was executed,
followed by the analysis of data.

3.1 Stimuli
There were some aspects to consider beforehand in terms of choosing what
instruments to use as stimuli in the main study. It was explained by Shriram (2011)
that some instruments have more energy and a denser spectrum of frequencies,
higher amounts of partials occurring outside of the whole multiples, and thereby
causing inharmonicity. It was explained that these instruments are not always
suited to be treated with artificial reverberation and are rather more suited to be
recorded with real reverberation. According to Shriram (2011) excerpts of
instruments that consist of a timbre colored by a larger amount of this
inharmonicity, could equal a higher degree of noticeable differences when
comparing a natural recording to a recording treated with artificial reverberation.
By examining the perception of real recorded reverberation and convolution reverb
in several samples containing different instruments of varied timbre in the
pre-study, it could help bring knowledge about which of the three instruments
seems to make it more/less difficult for listeners to detect differences between the
two reverberation types. This consequently could affect the decision of what
instrument or instruments to choose as stimuli for the main study. Therefore the
double bass, soprano vocals and the flute were utilized when creating the stimuli.
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Samples for the real recorded reverberation were recorded in the classical concert
hall at Studio Acusticum, Piteå. A surround microphone array suitable for 5.1
reproduction was used for both the recording of musicians for the samples and the
recording of the IR. The Fukada Tree microphone configuration was therefore used.
However, the omni microphones for the L/Ls and R/Rs positions were discarded
from the configuration in order to strictly use 5 positions, one for each speaker in
the 5.1 system (subwoofer excluded). The modified Fukada Tree was utilized in
order to strictly use microphones with the same polar pattern in order to equally
capture the room reflections for all recorded channels. Furthermore, microphones
with a cardioid polar pattern were utilized for the purpose of capturing more
distinct directivity information from the reflections within the room. See figure 1
for an overview of microphone placements, where also the omni directional speaker
used to record the impulse response for the bass stimuli sample can be seen. See
figure 2 for microphone placement details, where the placement of the musicians
and the placement of the speakers utilized for the impulse responses is displayed.

Figure 1. Microphone placements for adjusted Fukada Tree in the big hall at Studio Acusticum.
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Figure 2. Distances and heights for microphone placements in the big hall at Studio Acusticum

Dry excerpts were then recorded in studio 1 at Piteå College of Music. The musician
and a single omni microphone were placed at the smaller end part of the studio
space where the reverberation time was shorter. A rug was placed underneath and
absorbent mattresses were placed around the microphone and the musician to
further help reduce the reverberation time and impact of wall reflections. See
figure 3. The distance between the musician and the single microphone was the
same as the distance between the center microphone and the musician for the
recording in the concert hall. These samples were then treated with a
multi-channel convolution reverb created from the IR in the concert hall.
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Figure 3. Setup in Studio 1 at Piteå College of Music.

For the recording of the real reverberation and the dry samples, the musicians were
asked to play the same piece of music. When recording in studio one, the musicians
were able to listen to the recordings made in the concert hall in order to mimic
their performance. This was an attempt to minimize the risk of having samples of
the two reverberation types also consisting of a more extensive, differentiating,
musical performance that could ultimately influence the listener’s evaluation of the
two reverberation types. The decision to not reproduce the dry studio recordings
through a speaker in the concert hall was made in order to not disregard the
reflections caused by the radiation patterns from the real instruments. Since
naturalness was to be investigated, the intention was to exaggerate the
reverberation of the hall in the most precise manner.
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3.2 Impulse Response & Convolution Reverb
The impulse responses were recorded in the concert hall, using the same
microphone configuration as when recording the stimuli samples. The speaker
reproducing the sine sweep was placed at the same spot as the musicians were
positioned in. The sine sweep method was utilized for the purpose of getting a full
range frequency representation of the excited acoustics in the concert hall. It was
chosen above the transient method since Shriram (2011) had shown results
indicating the sine sweep IR obtained a higher degree of perceived realism. The IR
was recorded using Impulse Response Utility, a multitrack recording and
deconvolution software from Apple. Thereafter, the dry samples were treated with
the five channel convolution reverb using Space Designer, a convolution reverb
plug-in integrated in Logic Pro X (DAW from Apple). Apple does not disclose their
algorithms or if the parameter settings in default mode are equivalent to a clean
convolution. During the mixing process the convolution reverb was only perceived
as being comparable to the preview of the IR in the Impulse Response Utility
software when “dry” was set to 0% and “wet” to 100% in Space Designer. The
perceived direct- to reverberant ratio was also more similar to that of the real
recorded reverberation samples with these parameter settings. The decision was
therefore made to keep these adjustments for the convolution treated samples.

One aspect that had to be taken into consideration was the radiation pattern of
instruments used as stimuli in comparison to the radiation pattern of the speaker
used for the sine sweep. In order to better emulate the different radiation patterns
of the instruments when creating the IR, the omnidirectional speaker Nor276 from
Norsonic was used for the double bass since that instrument has a more spherical
radiation pattern. The studio monitor 1030a from Genelec was used when creating
the IR for the higher frequency stimuli samples of soprano vocals and the flute,
since they are in general radiating soundwaves straight forward. The decision to
use a single microphone for the dry recordings instead of a full surround
microphone array was made in purpose of trying to minimize the risk of capturing
more reflections from the studio room that could affect the overall timbre of the
dry recording. The polar pattern omni was utilized because of its transparency, as
well as being less prone to distortion in comparison to cardioid microphones. The
single omni microphone was then treated with the convolution reverb in a
surround format in order to create the multitrack samples suitable for 5.1
reproduction.
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3.3 Listening Test & Participants
For the pre-study participants were asked to discriminate between samples of the
two reverberation types. In the main study participants were asked to rate the
amount of perceived naturalness, room size, clearness and preferred timbre in the
stimuli samples. During both listening tests, participants were exposed to samples
of real recorded reverberation and convolution reverb in a randomized order. All
participants were exposed to the same audio level of the samples. They were free to
switch back and forth between the samples and change their rating scores until
satisfied. Therefore every attribute evaluation of a particular stimulus sample in the
main study was done in relation to how that attribute was perceived in the other
stimuli samples. This in order for the participants to have references to base their
evaluation on.

The participants were exposed to a great amount of trials and the samples were
therefore no longer than 30 seconds. There were 5 participants in the pre-study
and 13 participants in the main study. The participant group for both pre- and main
study consisted of classical musicians or vocalists, composers and conductors.
People within this demographic were considered to have a preconception of what
the acoustics in a concert hall, excited by classical live music, should sound like.
They were therefore deemed suitable for rating perceived naturalness, in
accordance with the Letowski (1989) definition of naturalness. The listening test
took place in control room 5 (K5) at Piteå College of Music, with an available 5.1
surround sound speaker system. In order for all participants to have a mutual
understanding of how to evaluate naturalness and the other spatial and timbral
attributes every participant was provided with a written explanation of the
attribute’s definition. This also helped prevent misunderstandings which ultimately
could have had an impact on the final result.

3.4 Data collection
During the listening test quantitative data was collected exclusively for both the
pre-study and main study, see table 1-5 for rating scales where the rating tool was a
continuous slider. For the pre-study, the rating process and data collection was
done by utilizing the BS.1116 interface within the STEP software. The participants
were asked to identify what sample out of A or B was identical to the reference X
sample. This was done by asking the participants to evaluate the perceived amount
of difference between the two unknown reverberation samples and the reference,
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with a scoring range stretching from “No difference” to “Very big difference”. For
the pre-study analysis, phase 1, the samples (A or B) identical to reference X were
labeled “HR”, hidden reference. The samples (A or B) not identical to reference X
were labeled “OTHER”, the other reverb sample not identical to reference x. It was
specified for the participants that the rating of discrimination was to be based
solely on reverberation and not the musical performances in the different stimuli
samples. For the main study, the Mushra interface within the STEP software was
utilized for measuring the subjective qualities of each stimuli sample. For the main
study analysis the samples (A-F within the Mushra interface) of real recorded
reverberation were labeled as “NAT”, natural, and the samples treated with the
convolution reverb were labeled “CON”, convolution.

Table 1. Rating scale for perceived difference between samples A and B, and the reference X

Perceived difference between A and B, and the reference X

5 No difference

4 Small difference

3 Fair difference

2 Big difference

1 Very big difference

Table 2. Rating scale for perceived amount of naturalness in stimuli samples

Perceived amount of Naturalness

80-100 Sample has a very large amount of naturalness

60-80 Sample has a large amount of naturalness

40-60 Sample has a fair amount of naturalness

20-40 Sample has a small amount of naturalness

0-20 Sample has a very small amount of naturalness
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Table 3. Rating scale for perceived room size in stimuli samples

Perceived Room Size

80-100 Sample has a very large room size

60-80 Sample has a large room size

40-60 Sample has a fair room size

20-40 Sample has a small room size

0-20 Sample has a very small room size

Table 4. Rating scale for perceived amount of clearness in stimuli samples

Perceived amount of Clearness

80-100 Sample has a very large amount of clearness

60-80 Sample has a large amount of clearness

40-60 Sample has a fair amount of clearness

20-40 Sample has a small amount of clearness

0-20 Sample has a very small amount of clearness

Table 5. Rating scale for perceived amount of preferred timbre in stimuli samples

Perceived amount of preferred Timbre

80-100 Sample has a very large amount of preferred timbre

60-80 Sample has a large amount of preferred timbre

40-60 Sample has a fair amount of preferred timbre

20-40 Sample has a small amount of preferred timbre

0-20 Sample has a very small amount preferred of timbre
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4. Results
*Box Plot Charts: dashed vertical line = mean value, solid vertical line = median value

Figure 4. HR (hidden reference) represents one of the samples A or B, that was identical to the hidden
reference X. OTHER represents one of the samples A or B, that was not identical to the hidden reference

X.

Figure 5. Perceived amount of Naturalness in samples of real recorded- and convolution reverberation
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Figure 6. Perceived Room Size in samples of real recorded- and convolution reverberation

Figure 7. Perceived amount of Clearness in samples of real recorded- and convolution reverberation
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Figure 8. Preferred Timbre in samples of real recorded- and convolution reverberation
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4.1 Remarks made by Participants
After executing the listening test for the pre-study and/or main study, many of the
participants spontaneously expressed various opinions regarding their experience
of the listening test. Similar opinions would resurface amongst participants. These
conversations were not planned but since the information surfacing was deemed to
be of interest for the study, the essence of these opinions were therefore noted in
the table below.

Table 6. Remarks made by participants after the listening tests.

Remarks

Naturalness Difficult to evaluate naturalness when the instrument was perceived to be
closely miked. The instrument did not sound like it would have sounded when
listened to live from an audience perspective.

Difficult to evaluate how much the recordings sound like a concert hall when
there are many different concert halls with varied acoustic qualities.

Difficult to evaluate naturalness in the recordings when you don’t know what
listening position in the concert hall you are comparing the listening
experience of the recording to.

Clearness Difficult to evaluate clearness when the instrument was perceived to be
closely miked. The instrument did not sound like it would have sounded when
listened to live from an audience perspective.

Room size Difficult to evaluate room size because a physically small room can still have a
perceived large reverberation.

Difficult to evaluate the room size when close up, detailed, wind sounds from
the flute could be heard in conjunction with a big reverberation. That is not
how the instrument would sound when listened to in a live scenario.

Timbre Difficult to evaluate timbre because you did not know how to make the
evaluation based on preferred timbre for instrument when playing solo, or
preferred timbre for instrument when playing in the context of an orchestra.

Difficult to evaluate preferred timbre because you’re used to what the timbral
qualities of the instruments sound like when heard from a live audience
perspective. In the recorded samples more detailed wind sounds could be
heard from the flute and the double bass, which had an impact on how the
timbre was being perceived.

Musical context Difficult to evaluate an instrument when playing solo, would have been
interesting to hear it in the context of an ensemble/orchestra and how the
instruments reverberate together.
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5. Analysis
For the pre-study paired t-tests were performed between the samples labeled as
HR and OTHER for every instrument category of stimuli samples separately.
Furthermore, for the main study paired t-tests were performed between NAT and
CON, also for every instrument category of stimuli samples separately. The paired
t-tests for the pre- and main study were two tailed and the significance level was
0.05. The null hypothesis (no significant difference between NAT and CON) was
rejected for p-values below 0.05, and not rejected for p-values above 0.05. Tables
disclosing standard deviation, outliers and variance can be found in the Appendix.
All collected data from the listening test has also been presented in box plot charts,
which can be found in section 4. Results.

5.1 Pre-Study. Analysis Phase 1
5.1.1 Discrimination. Phase 1
The pre-study exhibited a few results where the null hypothesis was rejected, see
table 1 in the Appendix. There was a significant difference between the bass stimuli
samples where the Bass HR sample was higher in rating than the Bass OTHER
sample. A majority of participants were able to identify which of the bass samples A
or B were the reference X. Bass OTHER had a bigger standard deviation and
variance than the other stimuli samples, with data points ranging from a “small” to a
“very big” difference from the reference X sample. Participants seemed to have had
a more varied evaluation of the amount of perceived audible differences between
Bass OTHER and reference X, but with a mean and median value centered closer to
a “big” difference. Participants seem to have thought there was a larger difference
between the real recorded reverberation and the convolution reverb in the context
of the bass samples, in comparison to the other stimuli samples. Bass HR had one
outlier close to a “small” difference from the reference X, whilst all other data
points were accumulated at “no difference”. This would indicate that participants
had a mutual strong opinion about Bass HR sounding identical to the reference X.

A majority of participants were also able to identify which of the vocal samples A or
B were identical to the reference X, as Vocals HR were significantly higher in rating
than the Vocal OTHER samples. The mean and median value for Vocals HR were
centered at “no difference” from the reference X. The mean and median value for
Vocals OTHER could be found in between a “small” and a “fair” difference from the
reference X. No significant differences were found for the flute samples.
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The standard deviation of differences for the flute scores were lower than the
standard deviation of differences for the bass scores and vocal scores. This
indicates the participants had a more mutual understanding of a smaller distance
between the Flute HR and the Flute OTHER sample. To elaborate, participants seem
to have perceived the Flute samples to sound more alike and had a more difficult
time distinguishing which out of the two samples were the same as reference X.
The mean values for Flute HR and Flute OTHER were also closer in distance than
the mean values for the bass and vocal stimuli samples, which is made visible in
table 1 in the Appendix. This, alongside with the visualization of the spread of data
points in figure 4, would suggest that participants found the real recorded
reverberation and the convolution reverb to sound more similar to each other when
in the context of a flute recording, in comparison to the other instrument stimuli
samples. However, even though there were no significant differences found for the
flute stimuli samples it should be noted that the average flute scores leaned slightly
towards a higher rating for the HR samples than the OTHER samples.

Table 7. The amount of perceived differences between samples A or B, and the reference X
based on mean and median values. Only significant differences are shown.

Rating Scale Discrimination

5 No Difference Bass HR
Vocals HR

4 Small Vocals OTHER

3 Fair Bass OTHER
Vocals OTHER

2 Big Bass OTHER

1 Very Big
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5.2 Main Study. Analysis Phase 2 & 3
In the case of the bass- and vocals stimuli samples, the pre-study showed that
participants could distinguish the real recorded reverberation from the convolution
reverb. In accordance with the argument put forward by Shriram (2011), the flute
containing the least inharmonicity out of the three stimuli seems to have resulted
in a less noticeable difference between the two reverberation types. Choosing only
to utilize the flute samples for the main study listening test might have produced a
result not representable for a wider range of instruments, with conclusions
potentially being interpreted in a misleading way. Therefore the decision was made
to include all stimuli samples, regardless of participant’s discrimination ability.

5.2.1 Naturalness. Phase 2
For naturalness two significant differences were found, see table 8. Bass NAT and
Flute NAT had a significantly higher amount of naturalness than the convolution
reverb samples for the bass and the flute stimuli. The standard deviation of
differences was higher for the flute stimuli samples than for the bass stimuli
samples, indicating that participants had a more similar understanding of the
distance between the NAT and CON bass samples, than between the NAT and CON
flute samples. To elaborate, even if the Flute NAT sample was perceived as
possessing more naturalness than the Flute CON sample, this would imply that the
participants agreed to a lesser extent on the amount of naturalness the Flute NAT
sample possessed in relation to the Flute CON sample. The flute mean values were
also further away from each other than the mean values for the bass stimuli
samples, indicating that participants perceived the audible differences between the
NAT and CON flute samples to be larger as well.

The Vocal CON sample had a higher mean score in naturalness than the Vocal NAT
sample, but the p-value was not found to be significant. Both the mean and median
value for Bass NAT fell within the scoring range of “fair” amount of naturalness,
whilst the mean and median value for Bass CON fell within “small” amount of
naturalness. As for Flute NAT both the mean and median value fell within “large”
amount of naturalness, whilst the mean and median value for Flute CON fell within
“fair” amount of naturalness.

No outliers were found for any of the samples. The highest standard deviation and
variance was found in Bass NAT, indicating participants were more varied in their
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judgments of perceived naturalness. This in comparison to Flute NAT which had a
clearly smaller standard deviation and variance than all other stimuli samples. This
would in turn indicate participants had a more mutual judgment of the perceived
amount of naturalness regarding Flute NAT.

Table 8. Naturalness. Mean, standard deviation of differences, p-value and null hypothesis.
NATURALNESS

Mean (average test scores) Standard Deviation Paired T-test p < 0.05, df = 12 Null hypothesis

Bass NAT 54.92
5.2 Bass p-value 0.0084 rejected

Bass CON 34.92

Voc NAT 52.82
5.0 Voc p-value 0.6990 not rejected

Voc CON 58.31

Flute NAT 71.08
5.6 Flute p-value 0.0071 rejected

Flute CON 47.85

5.2.2 Room Size. Phase 3
One significant value was found for the attribute room size where Bass NAT had a
significantly higher perceived room size than Bass CON, see table 9. Vocals CON
had a higher mean score than vocals NAT, whereas flute NAT had a higher mean
score than flute CON. However none of these values were found to be of
significance. The standard deviation of differences for the bass samples were also
clearly higher than the standard deviation of differences for the flute samples and
the vocal samples. This would indicate participants seemed to perceive the Bass
NAT sample to have a clear difference in perceived room size from the Bass CON
sample.

It should be noted that the Bass CON sample had a higher standard deviation than
all other NAT and CON samples, as well as the most outliers and the highest
variance. The box plot in figure 3 clearly demonstrates how three participants
thought the bass convolution reverb sample had a “large” or a “very large” room
size. However, the majority of participants did not perceive Bass CON to have an
especially big room size, but the outliers slightly weakens this result. The outliers
also cause the high standard deviation and variance in comparison to all other
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stimuli samples for this attribute, as can be seen in table 6. Bass NAT had one lower
outlier.

The mean value for Bass NAT was found to be just above the intersection of “large”
and “fair”, whilst the median value was oriented just below the same intersection. If
the lower outlier within the scoring range of “very small” were to be eliminated, the
mean value would be more evidently positioned within “large” and the median value
would rise just above the intersection of “large” and “fair”. Since there is only one
outlier and there is still a big accumulation of data points within the scoring range
of “fair”, the perceived room size of Bass NAT can be assumed to be somewhere
between fair to large.

The mean value of Bass CON was found to be just above the intersection of “fair”
and “small”. Three upper outliers were causing the mean value to rise into the
scoring range of “fair”. However, the median value could clearly be found within the
scoring range of “small”. Therefore the Bass CON sample can be assumed to have a
“small” perceived room size.

Table 9. Room Size. Mean, standard deviation of differences, p-value and null hypothesis.
ROOM SIZE

Mean (average test scores) Standard Deviation Paired T-test p < 0.05, df = 12 Null hypothesis

Bass NAT 60.92
5.6 Bass p-value 0.0294 rejected

Bass CON 42.07

Voc NAT 60.23
4.2 Voc p-value 0.3020 not rejected

Voc CON 65.77

Flute NAT 69.85
4.4 Flute p-value 0.1642 not rejected

Flute CON 60.69

5.2.3 Clearness, Phase 3
Only one value of significance was found for the clearness attribute, see table 10.
The Bass CON sample was perceived as having significantly more clearness than the
Bass NAT sample. Neither the vocal stimuli or flute stimuli samples showed results
of any significance and their standard deviation of differences were also smaller
than the standard deviation of differences for the bass stimuli samples. The much
higher standard deviation of differences for the bass stimuli samples would indicate
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that participants perceived the Bass NAT sample to have a more clear difference in
amount of clearness from the Bass CON sample.

The mean and median value for Bass NAT was found within the scoring range of a
“large” perceived amount of clearness, whilst the mean and median value for Bass
CON was found within a “very large” perceived amount of clearness. This would
indicate that both stimuli samples were perceived as having a lot of clearness.
There were two outlier values for Bass CON that fell within the scoring range of
“fair”. This gave Bass CON a higher standard deviation and variance than Bass NAT.
These values were however not remarkable and were still very low in comparison to
the standard deviation or variance values of other stimuli samples, for this attribute
as well as for the other attributes investigated. The standard deviation values for
Bass NAT and Bass CON were within the top three lowest values of the main study.
The smaller spread of data points would indicate that participants in general had an
evidently higher rate of mutual perception of these two stimuli samples, which is
made visible in figure 4.

Table 10. Clearness. Mean, standard deviation of differences, p-value and null hypothesis.
CLEARNESS

Mean (average test scores) Standard Deviation Paired T-test p < 0.05, df = 12 Null hypothesis

Bass NAT 64.31
5.3 Bass p-value 0.0188 rejected

Bass CON 81.69

Voc NAT 56.46
4.6 Voc p-value 0.5074 not rejected

Voc CON 52.08

Flute NAT 67.46
4.8 Flute p-value 0.2453 not rejected

Flute CON 75.54

5.2.4 Timbre. Phase 3
Two values of significance were found regarding timbre preferences, see table 11.
The timbre of the Bass NAT sample was significantly more preferred over the
timbre of the Bass CON sample. The timbre of the Vocals NAT sample was also
significantly more preferred over the timbre of the Vocals CON sample. The
standard deviation of differences were higher for the flute stimuli samples than for
the bass- and vocal stimuli samples. This might give an indication that the average
participant perceived a larger difference between NAT/CON for the flute stimuli
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samples, in comparison to the other stimuli samples. However, the p-value for the
flute stimuli samples were not found to be significant and therefore this
interpretation of the data cannot be confirmed by statistical evidence.

The mean and median value for both Bass NAT and Bass CON fell within the scoring
range of a “fair” amount of preferred timbre. However, the mean value for Bass NAT
fell within the upper parts of the range whilst the mean value for Bass CON fell
within the lower parts. The mean and median value for Vocals NAT fell within the
scoring range of a “large” amount of preferred timbre whilst the mean and median
value for Vocals CON fell within a “fair” amount of preferred timbre.

There were no outliers for any of the stimuli samples for this attribute, but the
standard deviation and the variance was higher for Bass NAT than any of the other
stimuli samples. This indicates that participants had a more dispersed perception of
Bass NAT, with data points ranging from a “very small” amount of preferred timbre
to a “very large” amount of preferred timbre. The bass stimuli samples had a higher
p-value in comparison to the vocals stimuli samples. This makes the results for the
bass stimuli samples slightly weaker than the results for the vocals stimuli samples,
although both still remain significant. Vocals NAT had the lowest standard deviation
and variance, indicating participants had a more mutual perception of this stimulus
sample in comparison to the others. Still, the data points for Vocals NAT were
ranging from a “small” amount of preferred timbre to a “very large” amount of
preferred timbre.

Table 11. Timbre. Mean, standard deviation of differences, p-value and null hypothesis.
TIMBRE

Mean (average test scores) Standard Deviation Paired T-test p < 0.05, df = 12 Null hypothesis

Bass NAT 58.31
5.2 Bass p-value 0.0436 rejected

Bass CON 42.85

Voc NAT 68.62
5.0 Voc p-value 0.0087 rejected

Voc CON 50.77

Flute NAT 69.15
5.5 Flute p-value 0.0591 not rejected

Flute CON 51.85
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5.3 Summary of Main Study Analysis
For a visual representation of this summary, see table 12. Two values of significant
differences were found for the attribute of naturalness. Bass NAT had a fair amount
of perceived naturalness whilst Bass CON had a small amount of perceived
naturalness. Flute NAT had a large amount of perceived naturalness whilst Flute
CON had a fair amount of perceived naturalness. Only one value of significance was
found in regards to perceived room size. The perceived room size of Bass NAT was
found to be fair to large, whilst Bass CON had a small perceived room size. One
value of significance was found for the clearness attribute where Bass NAT had a
large amount of perceived clearness and Bass CON had a very large amount of
perceived clearness. Two significant values were found for the timbre attribute.
Bass NAT had a fair amount of preferred timbre, as did Bass CON. However, Bass
NAT had a higher mean value than Bass CON and as there were no identified
outliers Bass NAT can be assumed to have a slightly higher degree of preferred
timbre than Bass CON. Vocals NAT was found to have a large amount of preferred
timbre, whilst Vocals CON was found to have a fair amount of preferred timbre.

Table 12. The amount of perceived [attribute] based on mean and median values.
Only significant results are shown.

Rating Scale Naturalness Room Size Clearness Timbre

80-100 Very large Bass CON

60-80 Large Flute NAT Bass NAT Bass NAT Vocals NAT

40-60 Fair Bass NAT
Flute CON

Bass NAT Bass NAT
Bass CON
Vocals CON

20-40 Small Bass CON Bass CON

0-20 Very small
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6. Discussion

6.1 Pre-study
The results pointed slightly in the same direction as the findings made by King et al.
(2016). The participants could not tell the difference between the real recorded
reverberation and the convolution reverb to a 100%, but the results showed that
participants in general could tell the difference between the two reverberation
types. However, this difference was only significantly proven for the bass and vocal
stimuli samples, not the flute stimuli samples. Predominantly in regards to the bass
stimuli samples, this is in accordance with the statements made by Shriram (2011)
explaining that instruments with a higher amount of inharmonicity often equals a
higher degree of notable differences when comparing real and artificial
reverberation. Therefore it seems that a convolution reverb treatment might be
better suited for instruments with less inharmonicity as well as a frequency range
centered higher up on the frequency spectrum.

There was a larger perceived difference between the real recorded reverberation
bass sample and the convolution reverb treated bass sample, than between the real
recorded reverberation and the convolution reverb treated vocal samples. A
contributing factor to this might be the two separate impulse responses (IR). The IR
utilizing the Dodecahedron Nor276 omnidirectional speaker had overall timbral
qualities that were easily distinguishable from the timbral qualities of the IR
utilizing the Genelec 1030a studio monitor. This was likely due to the nonlinear
frequency response of the omnidirectional speaker that was later discovered. The
highest boost could be found within the frequency range of 200 Hz to 300 Hz,
which is where the timbral quality attributed as “mud” by many sound engineers is
very present. The Dodecahedron Nor276 speaker is optimized for professional IR
measurements of acoustical properties, and not for creating convolution reverbs
associated with mixing music. The IR utilizing the Genelec 1030a studio monitor
was likely perceived as being more transparent due to a ±2.5 dB free field frequency
response within a frequency range of 55 Hz to 18 kHz. This, in contrast to Nor276
which has a frequency response ranging from a lowest level of approximately 90 dB
at 50 Hz to a highest level of approximately 116 dB at 250 Hz. The frequency
response above 5 kHz has not been disclosed for the Nor276 omnidirectional
speaker.
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Another contributing factor might have been the change of patterns for radiation
and reflection of the soundwaves radiating from the different speakers, causing the
excitement of acoustics in the hall to vary. In the main study the majority of
significantly proven differences between the two reverberation types were
attributed to the bass stimuli samples. This further supports the theory of how the
impacts of the omnidirectional speaker IR has affected the participants perception
of the two reverberation types.

At one point during the mixing process the dry bass stimuli sample was treated
with the studio speaker IR but the lower frequencies were not well represented
because of the studio speaker’s lack of lower frequency range. The prominent bass
representation in the concert hall recording and the lack of bass representation in
the convolution treated sample became a noticeable feature distinguishing the two
bass stimuli samples from each other. Therefore the choice was made to use the
omnidirectional IR, disregarding the implications caused by coloration from the, by
the time unknown, nonlinear frequency response.

The mean and median values for the flute stimuli samples showed that participants
could to a small extent hear the difference between the two reverberation types.
However, since there were no significant results for the flute stimuli samples, we
cannot disregard the possibility that people in general did not hear the difference
between the real recorded reverberation and the convolution reverb in the case of
the flute. If the results from the bass stimuli samples were to be ignored because of
the overall timbral qualities to some extent being compromised by the
omnidirectional speaker IR, the overall results of a perceivable difference between
the two reverberation types would be less convincing.

6.2 Main Study
The results from the main study showed that participants perceived the real
recorded reverberation samples (NAT) to resemble the reverberation of a classical
concert hall in a higher degree than the convolution reverb samples (CON), which
was significantly proven by the flute and bass stimuli samples. However it should be
mentioned that in the pre-study the participants showed no significantly proven
ability to discriminate between the two reverberation types regarding the flute
stimuli samples. Although, the mean and median value for Flute HR was higher than
that of Flute OTHER and more data points were also accumulated at “no difference”
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between HR and reference X, with no outliers being detected. Additionally, the
pre-study did only have a limited number of 5 participants.

To what degree the real recorded reverberation in general obtained more
naturalness than the convolution reverb should be reviewed with some caution.
This statement could potentially be further emphasized by the non significant
values of the vocal stimuli samples, which showed that the convolution reverb was
perceived as having a slightly higher degree of naturalness than the real
reverberation. However, in the case of the vocal stimuli samples the fact that the
results were not significant would point towards that participants in general might
not have perceived any of the two reverberation types to sound like the acoustics of
a concert hall to a higher degree, in comparison to the other.

The results for room size only showed to a smaller degree that the real recorded
reverberation was perceived as obtaining a fair to large room size and the
convolution reverb a small room size. Since only the Bass CON sample with the
omnidirectional speaker IR showed results of significance and the other two stimuli
samples did not, it would be insufficient to draw any solid conclusions regarding
any of the two reverberation types having a larger room size than the other. This
could indicate that the convolution reverb to a higher degree might maintain the
same sense of room size as the real recorded reverberation.

The results for clearness however showed to a smaller degree that the convolution
reverb was perceived as having more clearness than the real reverberation. This
could be indicating that there was a lack of true representation of the room
reflections of the classical concert hall within the five channel convolution reverb.
This could have resulted in the perception of more direct sound from the
instruments being conveyed in contrast to reverberant sound. Furthermore, the
bass stimuli samples were perceived as obtaining a large or very large amount of
clearness which could be due to the close miking of 1.9 meters. This is a
considerably smaller distance between the instrument and listening position than
the classically schooled music students within the participant group would usually
be accustomed to when listening from an audience seat within a concert hall.

The flute sample treated with convolution reverb also seemed to be perceived as
having more clearness than the real reverb, whilst the results of the vocal stimuli
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samples however would claim the opposite. Once again, since only the bass stimuli
samples, including the Bass CON sample treated with the omnidirectional speaker
IR file, showed a significant result and the vocal and flute stimuli samples did not,
no substantial conclusions should be drawn.

The results for timbral preferences leaned slightly towards the real reverberation
being preferred above the convolution reverb. Out of the two significant results one
real recorded reverberation sample was perceived as having a large amount of
preferred timbre. The other real reverberation sample and the two convolution
samples were perceived as having a fair amount of preferred timbre. Even if both of
the bass stimuli samples fell within the scoring range of fair, the real reverberation
sample had a higher mean value.

If the bass stimuli samples were to be discarded based on the facts displayed in the
discussion of the pre-study, the results might still lean slightly towards a higher
preference for the real reverberation, since the Flute NAT sample had a higher
mean and median value than Flute CON. Even if the results were not statistically
significantly proven, the larger accumulation of data points within the “very large”
scoring range for the real reverberation sample, in comparison to the convolution
sample, further emphasize the conclusion of a higher degree of preference for the
real recorded reverberation.

One reason for this might be a different frequency response between the different
microphones used in the concert hall recordings and the studio recordings.
Another perhaps more substantial reason might be due to the close proximity to
the ceiling and surrounding walls in the studio room in comparison to the concert
hall. The same possible reason for causing participants to slightly lean towards the
convolution reverb having more clearness, might have a cause of effect in this
instance as well. During the mixing process of the stimuli samples, the CON
samples were perceived as having more sharpness than the NAT samples. The
direct sound of the NAT samples were perceived as being more smoothened by the
real reflections of the concert hall. This would indicate that an IR file might not
always color an instrument recording with the timbre of the room in which the IR
has been created to a degree to which the convolution treated recording would to a
large extent simulate the acoustics of that room.
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7. Modifications of methodology for future work
Regarding the remarks made by participants, there are a few aspects to consider for
future work within the current field of study. The instructions for the participants
regarding the evaluation of naturalness read “Perceived similarity between your
pre-understanding of what a live performance in a classical concert hall sounds
like, and your impression of the sound samples.” Because the distance between the
front microphone and the instrument was 1.9 meters in both the instance of the
concert hall and the studio recording, the perceived sensation by the participants
of the instruments being closely miked might consequently have made the
evaluation process more confounding. One solution could be to rephrase the
question to “...what a live recording of an instrument in a concert hall sounds like”.
Another possibility would be to not modify the question but instead move the
microphones further away from the instrument. It should however be kept in mind
that the acoustics of a concert hall perceived through reproduction via monitors,
will to some degree always be a different audible experience than when listening to
an instrument live in a real reverberant space equitable to classical music.

To move the microphones further away could potentially facilitate the evaluation of
room size and clearness as well. This, because the close up and detailed instrument
sounds would be less prominent, which might result in a closer resemblance to the
experience of hearing the instruments live from an audience perspective. It should
also be noted that the distance between microphone and instrument in the concert
hall and in the studio might not have to correlate. The microphone distance could
be greater in the concert hall for both the natural recording and creation of the IR.
This in order to potentially create a convolution reverb with less clearness which
when combined with the dry recording, confined by the physical layout of the
studio to a smaller microphone distance, might better simulate the acoustics of a
concert hall from an audience perspective. However, if the studio microphone were
to be moved as well, the timbre of the studio room acoustics might more noticeably
color the CON stimuli samples.

Another modification to the method would be to use the same IR file for all stimuli
samples. This in order for the dry samples to be colored by the same timbre of the
reverberation and generate a foundation for a more equivalent evaluation of all
stimuli samples. In addition to this, if using a low frequency instrument such as the
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double bass, another solution might be to filter the Bass CON sample, if treated
with an IR from a nonlinear omnidirectional speaker.

Finally, two more aspects to consider in the future. Firstly, the use of the same
microphones for both concert hall and studio recording in order to further avoid
unsought timbral differences between NAT and CON stimuli samples. Secondly, the
use of an IR software for which there is a transparency regarding the algorithms of
the plugin and information available about the implementation of the IR file and
how it is affecting the dry sample.
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8. Conclusions

8.1 Analysis Phase 1
For the pre-study, the most noticeable difference between the real recorded
reverberation and the convolution reverb was found for the bass stimuli samples.
This result was then reflected in the main study, as only the perceived differences
for the bass stimuli samples were found significant throughout all four investigated
attributes. It can be concluded that an IR using a speaker that is less frequency
linear would in general create larger perceived differences between real recorded
reverberation and a convolution reverb. In conjunction with this, the conclusion
can also be drawn that a more reliable result of perceived differences between the
two reverberation types could be found in the stimuli sample pairs treated with an
IR using a more frequency linear speaker. Additionally, the flute stimuli samples
with less amount of inharmonicity seemed to be better suited for convolution
reverb treatment in comparison to the stimuli samples with more inharmonicity.

8.2 Analysis Phase 2- Thesis Statement Conclusion
The real recorded reverberation was perceived as sounding more like a classical
concert hall for the bass and flute stimuli samples. For the vocal stimuli samples a
perceived difference between the two reverberation types could not be statistically
confirmed, although the mean and median value for vocals CON was higher than
vocals NAT. It can thereby be concluded that the dry sample treated with the
convolution reverb only could replace the real recorded reverberation to a small
degree and still maintain the same- or a higher perception of naturalness. If taking
the coloration of the omnidirectional speaker into consideration, the real
reverberation could however be replaced to a fair degree. This could be seen as a
consequence of the bass stimuli samples being discarded, causing half of the results
to point towards real recorded reverberation being perceived as attaining more
naturalness, whilst the other half would point towards the convolution having the
same amount of naturalness- or possibly slightly more naturalness than the real
recorded reverberation.
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8.3 Analysis Phase 3
Regarding the attributes of room size, clearness and timbre, these are some of the
aspects to keep in mind for sound engineers when trying to simulate the
reverberation of a real acoustic space. The results pointed towards the perceived
room size as being maintained to a higher degree when utilizing the convolution
reverb for the dry stimuli samples. The same results were shown for clearness. In
conjunction to this, the results also pointed towards the possibility of the
similar/same perceived room size and clearness between the two reverberation
types for the vocal stimuli samples, as being a contributing factor for the
similar/same perceived amount of naturalness in the two reverberation types for
the vocal stimuli samples.

Furthermore, in regards to the real reverberation having a slightly higher degree of
perceived naturalness than the convolution reverb, the results indicate that this to
some extent might be a possible consequence of the real reverberation sample
having a larger perceived room size than the convolution sample. The higher degree
of naturalness for the real reverberation sample could also have been affected by
the higher amount of perceived clearness for the convolution sample. This, because
it would indicate that the smaller amount of perceived reverberant sound in the
convolution sample could have made participants perceive the instrument as
sounding less like it’s being played inside a classical concert hall. However, no solid
conclusions can be drawn here due to the bass samples being the only stimuli
samples exhibiting these tendencies.

Finally, the real recorded reverberation had the overall most preferred timbre. This
was shown by the vocal and bass stimuli samples. These results could point towards
the higher amount of perceived naturalness in real recorded reverberation samples,
as potentially being affected by the preference of timbre. Even if the bass stimuli
samples were to be excluded, the results were also supported to some extent by the
flute stimuli samples. The timbre of the real reverberation for the flute sample was
more preferred, but with the perceived differences being just above the allowed
level of significance.
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APPENDIX

Pre-Study

Discrimination

Table 1. Discrimination. Mean, standard deviation of differences, p-value and null hypothesis.
DISCRIMINATION

Mean (average test scores) Standard Deviation Paired T-test p < 0.05, df = 4 Null hypothesis

Bass HR 4.92
2.5 Bass p-value 0.0001 rejected

Bass OTHER 2.37

Voc HR 4.87
2.1 Voc p-value 0.0050 rejected

Voc OTHER 3.45

Flute HR 4.57
1.7 Flute p-value 0.1579 not rejected

Flute OTHER 3.97

Table 2. Discrimination. Standard deviation, outliers and variance.
DISCRIMINATION

Standard Deviation

Bass HR Bass OTHER Voc HR Voc OTHER Flute HR Flute OTHER

0.25 1.24 0.41 0.93 0.62 0.74

Outliers

Bass HR Bass OTHER Voc HR Voc OTHER Flute HR Flute OTHER

4.2 - - - - -

Variance

Bass HR Bass OTHER Voc HR Voc OTHER Flute HR Flute OTHER

0.064 1.529 0.169 0.867 0.389 0.545
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Main Study

Naturalness

Table 3. Naturalness. Standard deviation, outliers and variance.
NATURALNESS

Standard Deviation

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

26.96 22.32 21.03 24.72 16.08 23.59

Outliers

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

- - - - - -

Variance

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

727 498 442 611 259 556

Room Size

Table 4. Room size. Standard deviation, outliers and variance.
ROOM SIZE

Standard Deviation

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

21.62 28.46 19.80 19.39 19.25 23.73

Outliers

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

11 89, 100, 79 100, 26 - - -

Variance

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

468 810 392 376 371 563
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Clearness

Table 5. Clearness. Standard deviation, outliers and variance.
CLEARNESS

Standard Deviation

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

12.43 16.13 21.63 16.67 19.97 14.68

Outliers

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

- 48, 49 - - - -

Variance

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

154 260 468 278 399 215

Timbre

Table 6. Timbre. Standard deviation, outliers and variance.
TIMBRE

Standard Deviation

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

28.02 22.67 22.56 23.99 26.35 24.46

Outliers

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

- - - - - -

Variance

Bass NAT Bass CON Voc NAT Voc CON Flute NAT Flute CON

785 514 509 576 694 598
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